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INTRODUCING PROBILL PLUS 2.8.9 
 

Our team is proud  to announce version 2.8.9 of our award winning software.  Keeping your software  up to 

date is critical  in maintaining compatibility with  new  operating systems and security  enhancements. This 

new version includes TLS v 1.2 to meet new PCI (Payment Card Industry)  security protocols  and Windows 10 

compatibility. 
 

 

BRAND NEW USER INTERFACE 
Our interface  has been redesigned for a more 

intuitive user experience. 

 
 

DATABASE OPTIMIZATION 
This  version   includes   multiple  bug  fixes  and 

speed enhancements  to ensure a seamless 

transition to Windows 10. Queries are now faster 

with  our new indexing  scheme which  will  allow
 

MULTI-USER NETWORKING 
We are thrilled to have finally  implemented this 

sharing  component. This  feature  now  enables 

multiple users to access the same customer 

database at the same time.  Now, multiple users 

can not  only view, but actively make changes to 

information  simultaneously. The  feature   even 

permits  up to five active users. 
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your  recurring bills to be processed up to 50 % / ,.- •• 

faster.  !--<---- 
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SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS 
We've  migrated  to  a more  secure  platform to  •  • 
continue  to meet the highest security  standards 

set by the Payment Card Industry  (PCI). 
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ADVANCED SUPPORT TOOLS 
Our new trace utility enables our technicians to 

carefully break down any  error messages you 

may receive in the software. Not only will this 

allow us to find and address erors immediately, 

it will facilitate future bug fixes. 
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CREDIT CARD & ACH FEATURES 
We've added a new alert function and multiple 

charge dates to to improve  auto-processing 

payments. Our new report will also allow you to 

do detailed  searches and filtering. 

 
 
*If   you   already   utilize   our   basic  networking 

package, you  are automatically entitled to  this 

feature. To activate additional users, contact our 

technical support  team for more information. 



Why are Upgrades Important to your Business? 
Software updates are critical in maintaining your Probill database. Not only do upgrades add commonly 

requested features, they fix minor  bugs and problems  from older software  versions and ensure 

compatibility with new Windows  operating systems. Purchasing and upgrade also renews your technical 

support  for one full year and permits  access to our technical support  department for any questions or 

concerns. 
 

 

Changes from 2.7 to 2.8.9 
Full integration with  PaySimple's gateway 

New payment  reports  for electronic  processing 

Options to setup multiple charge dates for charging customers electronically 
 

 

Changes from 2.6.0 to 2.8.9 
SSL technology  to enable emailing through common providers  like Yahoo & Gmail 

Ability to add custom comments  to outgoing documents  and set up an email address book 

 
Changes from 2.5.0 to 2.8.9 
Duplexing capabilities  to add important documents  to the back of printed invoices/statements. 

Account search features all you to populate  groups of customers to email, send printed documents  or 

create labels. 

Ability to export any report  to Microsoft Excel. 

New reminder utility. 

 
Changes from 2.4.0 to 2.8.9 
Improved  security for electronic  billing. 

Complete rewrite of the document editor. 

Automatic  tax rate change utility. 

Email billing. 

Mail Processing Service. 
 

 
 

If you are running  Probill version 2.3.0 or anything older, your program is at least 12 years old. In a 

world with technological advancements coming so quickly, your program has become essentially 

obsolete. Not only will an upgrade enhance your program  with the many features listed above, it also 

ensures compatibility with new operating systems. 


